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HELLO!

Please welcome to Ayar, the largest 
publishing company in Siberia and Russian Far 
East, which is located in Yakutia, the coldest 
inhabited part of the globe, where they say 
"It’s turned warm!" when it’s -25 °С, "It’s getting 
colder" at -40 °С, and "Finally, it’s really frosty!" 
at -50 °С. How do we get along here? Like 
everyone else, we spend our time being on 
social media, drinking coffee out of eco-cups, 
and reading books, for sure.

 They founded Ayar in time immemorial (1926). 
We are proud that our books hindered people 
from pining away in this "backwoods" back in 
the days when there were no smart gadgets 
or entertainment centres.

Every year, we publish more than 300 titles 
of various children’s, fiction, study and 
guidance, reference books, as well as digital 
and multimedia publications. Over the past 
5 years, we won more than 20 international 
and Russian prizes wherein 14 are for children's 
books.
 

To find out more about our books and a little bit about life in the chilliest 
“freezer" of the globe, please visit the following pages.

Well then, welcome to Yakutia!
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In Yakutia, every winter day is a quest! Putting 10 layers of clothing on, before you go 
outside, says a lot. Well, that is the tip of the iceberg! The most difficult thing is to wait 
until a bus arrives when it is -50°C outdoors. Therefore, it is never boring here.

Evdokia Irintseeva,
Aysena Timofeeva

Illustrator Diana Koryakina

WHY DO WE LIVE IN A "FREEZER"?

The Amazing Arctic Series

Genre: Children's educational edition
Theme:
This edition will be a guidebook on the land 
of snow and ice. The book will help a child 
discover a lot of curious and surprising things 
about life in the Far North: how people came 
here, why subway stations are impossible to 
build there, why houses are built on “chicken 
legs”, what children do when it is -50° C, how 
fish can breathe under a thick layer of ice, 
how to make a snow salute, etc.
 

16 pages, 205x260, 
paperback,
colour print
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Staying outside when it is bitterly cold winter, we comfort ourselves thinking that we 
are one of the most courageous creatures. Even the hardiest microbes cannot resist frost. 
That is why people seldom fall sick here in winter season.

Natalia Sleptsova, Aleksandra Erbasskaya 
Illustrator Aisen Alekseev

ABOUT MICROBES FOR CHILDREN: 
LIFE UNDER A MICROSCOPE

Genre: Children's educational edition
Theme:
Why does my mother fear microbes and will 
tell me to wash my hands? Where are they? 
What are they? What makes your throat sore? 
What do bacteria eat? Why may I not go 
to the kindergarten or play outdoors when 
I am sick? Skilled paediatricians explain all of 
these in simple terms. Clearly and amicably, 
this informative book introduces the very 
“neighbours” that make us wash our hands.

24 pages, 205x190, 
paperback, 
colour print
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Even though Yakutia is very far away, in the middle of nowhere, the Yakut are very 
forward-minded. When it comes to IT, they appear to know it inside out. Some of Russia’s 
largest international IT companies like “InDriver" and "MyTona" are located in Yakutia. 
Statistics has also shown that we spend much more time using social media than others... 
Well, what should one do when the freezing weather makes you stay indoors?

Aysena Timofeeva 
Illustrator Elena Donkan

AYKO: THE WONDER DOLL

Genre: Children's board game
Theme:
The history of paper dolls goes back a long 
way. At present, despite the great number of 
various offers on the toy market, the sales of 
these dolls seem to start declining. Although 
teachers and psychologists have proven the 
advantages of the dolls. This activity develops 
a child’s aesthetic sense, visual thinking, and 
perception of an object colour, shape, and 
texture. The 3-in-1 Ayko: The Wonder Doll, 
which includes a paper doll, outfits to colour 
and digital application, has given a second 
chance to paper dolls and would catch 
the interest of today’s children. Girls will be 
delighted to make a doll “alive” and stage a 
fashion show with outfits they have created 
themselves. Indeed, it is wonderful!

16 sheets, 170x240, 
flap package, 
colour print

Plus mobile game 
(Play Market, App Store)
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In the old days, so long as it was not necessary, the Yakut would not let their children 
go out in winter. To amuse a child, their parents used to make up fairy tales and retell the 
most unusual stories from their lives. Therefore, these have formed our rich folklore, the 
fount of folk wisdom.

Compiler Aysena Timofeeva 
Illustrator Aytalina Rufova

THE MOON GIRL
Genre: Fairy Tales
Theme:
The book includes some of the most favourite 
fairy tales of the Sakha people: "The Moon 
Girl", "The Water Rat and the Bird", "The Mean 
Fisherman". These fairy tales will help a child 
discover why dogs howl at the moon, how a 
woodpecker got a red crown, why it is bad to 
be selfish. In addition to exciting plots, Yakut 
fairy tales are greatly ethical and teach you 
the wisdom of life. After all, they once helped 
the Sakha people survive in the harsh climate 
of the North.

32 pages, 170х240, 
paperback, 
colour print

English version available
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Some believe that the Yakut are somewhat "slow pokes". This is not true, for we 
just think unhurriedly. The frost is not good for hasty decisions. Once you have made a 
mistake and... Beware of an icicle falling you! Primarily, Yakut fairy tales teach how not 
to mistake.

Compiler Marina Makeeva 
Illustrators Aytalina Mikhaylova, 

Mariya Yablovskaya

YAKUT FAIRY TALES
Genre: Fairy Tales
Theme:
Wise and kind, fascinating and cautionary, 
fairy tales will put children in touch with the 
mysterious world of magic and become a 
priceless assistance in giving your child access 
to the origins of oral folk art, teach children 
to draw a line between good and evil, to 
be brave and fair. The fairy tale characters, 
drawn in the fantastic pictures by talented 
artists, seem to come to life by the minute!

160 pages, 214x290, 
hardback, 
colour print
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No wonder a Yakut tells you “What’s the story?” instead of “Hello!” when you meet. 
This tradition passed down from our ancestors. In the old days, people used to be rare 
visitors, as they had to walk long distances covered with a thick layer of snow. Whenever 
any occasional guest dropped in, the news-starved hosts would immediately say “What’s 
the story?” instead of “Hello!”. It was their stories out of which our legends arose.

Compilers 
Marina Nikiforova, Aleksandra Popova 

Illustrator Innokenty Koryakin

THE NORTHERN LEGENDS 
AND FAIRY TALES

Genre: Fairy Tales and Legends
Prizes/Awards: Diploma of the Book Image 
2018 International Competition
Theme:
Under a single cover, the book brings together 
the best legends and fairy tales of the Russian 
Northern peoples. The illimitable tundra spaces 
with their inhabitants, the girl who ran along 
the moon path up to the sky, the epic hero 
who defeated evil spirits — all these and other 
legends and fairy tales amaze us not only with 
the variety of their plots, but also strike us with 
their poetry and deep story-telling spirituality. 
While reading them, you can plunge into the 
mysterious and distant world of the North. 

128 pages, 205x260, 
paperback, 
colour print

 Jessie Eisenberg, actor, writer, scriptwriter
“Recently, I’ve been on a trip to Russia. I was in Yakutsk, in St. Petersburg.
Even in the Zaporozhye village! Tourists always know the country better than its 
citizens do. Have you ever seen snowdrifts in Yakutsk? This is something incredible! 
The only thing is I didn't know how to walk through them."
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Russia is a home for over 190 nationalities. They all are proud of their folk art. The 
Olonkho is the coolest piece of the Yakut folklore. Even UNESCO has recognized its value. 
Moreover, it is enough to say that the "Avatar" seems to be plagiarism from Olonkho what 
James Cameron is possibly not aware of.

Compilers
Nadezhda Androsova, Ulyana Semenova 

Illustrators Anna Sivtseva,
Aysen Alekseev, Ekaterina Sadovnikova

FAVOURITE RUSSIAN NATIONAL 
FAIRY TALES 

2 Parts
Genre: Fairy Tales
Awards: III Degree Diploma of Book as the 
Way of Cooperation and Progress 2014, the IX 
International Book Fair
Theme:
Each publication part includes 10 favourite 
Russian national fairy tales. These wonderful 
fairy tales will take you on a magic tour across 
immense Russia, let you experience the 
lifestyle and traditions of peoples inhabiting its 
territory. They will take you to different parts 
of the country. You will be able to take a 
boat ride across the Arctic Ocean, ski along 
the snow-covered Siberian taiga with an old 
hunter, race across the endless Asian steppes 
riding a dashing fast horse, and fly over the 
Caucasus mountains sitting on the back of a 
severe dragon.

48 pages, 220х223, 
paperback, 
colour print
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Yakutia is huge enough to cover 5.5-fold territory of France, 10-fold of Italy and 
almost 13-fold of England. Much of the area is still unexplored there; therefore, you can 
meet unknown creatures in our forests and waters. By the way, Loch Nessie's aunt lives in 
our Labynkyr Lake.

Vladimir Egorov 
Illustrator Alena Arsentieva

THE LABYNKYR MONSTER
Genre: Fairy Tales
Theme:
This book narrates fairy tales about the Yakut 
frosts, mammoths, a shamaness and the 
Labynkyr Lake’s unbeknown creature, a 
northern “cousin” of the Loch Ness monster. 
The miracles happening on misty shores of 
the faraway North Sea are sure to appeal to 
young readers who seek adventures.

64 pages, 205x260, 
paperback, 
colour print
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They say there are plenty of diamonds in Yakutia, which lie around right along the 
roads. Well, you should know that this statement is rather stereotypical, for we paved all 
our roads and highways long ago.

Lubov Vins 
Illustrators Natalia Eloeva, Evdokia Romanova

DIAMOND BEAUTY`S FAIRY TALES
Genre: Fairy Tales
Theme:
Would you like to find out why Yakutia is well-
known as the world`s treasury? They say that 
once upon a time, the sun began to cry and 
its tears dropped directly on the northern 
part of the Earth and then turned into gems. 
Since then, our bowels have been famous for 
countless treasures.
Besides, would you like to find out about the 
origins of the New Year celebration? Why is 
summer a short season in Yakutia? How did 
elks get their horns? This book will put young 
readers in touch with fairy tales based on 
fascinating stories of the North.

64 pages, 168х215, 
paperback, 
colour print
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Whenever anybody succeeds in cloning a mammoth, it would be a Yakut mammoth, 
indeed! This is because we live in the ever-frost environment, whereas a “freezer”, as a rule, 
keeps meat fresh for a long time. I wonder what its afterlife will be like.

Evdokia Irintseeva 
Illustrators 

Konstantin Lytkin et al

MENIK. THE LITTLE MAMMOTH 
Genre: Fairy Tale
Awards:
• The Winner of the Maria Shevel Prize in 

Children's Literature as part of the Open 
Eurasia Competition, 2016

• Included into the 2018 IBBY Short List
Theme:
An unusual baby mammoth was born in a 
small northern town. His name is Menik. How 
was he born? What will happen to him? What 
experience will he have to gain before he 
finds his own place in this world? The fairy tale is 
about the incredible adventures of Menik the 
mammoth in our today’s world. He will take 
a ship trip across the Arctic Ocean, meet a 
polar she-bear, visit the Cold Pole, ride a train 
and meet Chyskhaan, Keeper of the Cold.

48 pages, 168х215, 
paperback, 
colour print
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Yakutia is the ancestral home of the woolly mammoths, rhinoceros and the first 
ancient man as well ... Yet, few know this fact...

Albert Protopopov et al

MAMMOTH AND OTHER 
ANCIENT ANIMALS OF SIBERIA

Genre: Encyclopaedia
Awards: Laureate of Book of the Year: Siberia-
Eurasia-2019, the Interregional Contest
Theme:
Asian Northeast has been excavating over 
75% of all mammoth bones globally. There is 
a research centre focused on these ancient 
animals here. Palaeontologists of the Fauna 
Department of the Academy of Sciences of the 
Sakha Republic (Yakutia) worked to compile 
this encyclopaedia. This book presents unique 
contents related to sensational findings of 
mammoth’s, cave lion’s, woolly rhino’s and 
other ancient animals’ bones excavated in 
the northern Siberia. Text bodies go along with 
illustrations visualizing the animals’ images, as 
well as with real photos of paleontological 
findings. The book would be a real catch for 
those who take interest in the history of the 
Earth and its ancient inhabitants.

106 pages, 220х223, 
hardback, 
colour print
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The Yakut enjoy frost very much, which lets them eat frozen fish to warm up, swim in 
the ice hole to avoid catching a cold, publish a book about the Yakut frosty climate in order 
to convince them all that really "stone-cold" guys live here.

Gavril Ugarov et al

YAKUT FROST 
Genre: Encyclopaedia
Theme:
Just imagine the life at minus 68 degrees 
Celsius. Do you think any living thing may 
survive in this environment? Unbelievably, the 
answer is “Yes!” In Yakutia, the coldest Russian 
region, people live, work and even are proud 
to live in such an extreme climate. It is the 
Cold Weather in Yakutia where you can find 
all possible information about frost, ever-frost 
and the Cold Pole. Buildings, appliances, 
and even gadgets must withstand the cold 
weather. This book seems to cover everything 
related to the real Yakut winter, namely, the 
specifics of tourism, fishing, hunting, and outfit 
selection when it is bitterly frosty. Overall, 65 
authors compiled the encyclopaedia. Their 
labour resulted in 350 facts about the cold 
and its impact on the Northern environment 
and inhabitants, which 277 "frosty" photo facts 
confirm.

208 pages, 205x260, 
hardback, 

colour print
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All Yakut believe in the existence of superheroes. They live among us and we call 
them shamans. They are able to manipulate weather conditions, transform into various 
animals and birds, levitate ...

Rosalia Bravina

SHAMANS. CHOSEN BY HEAVEN AND 
SPIRITS

Genre: Popular Science Fiction 
Awards: Prize Winner of Book of the Year: 
Siberia-Eurasia-2019, the Interregional Contest 
Theme:
This book narrates about the origin and 
development of shamanism in the Northern 
region since the emergence of the Lenian 
petroglyphs up to the 70s of the XX century. 
The book presents major report on shamans 
ordained by Heaven and Spirits, the symbolism 
of ritual vestments and tambourine, the 
nature of shamanic ecstasy, the biographies 
of legendary Yakut shamans. There are first-
published photos of the author's field materials 
and objects from the funds of local history 
museums.

160 pages, 205х240, 
hardback, 
2-colour print
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Yakut traditional cuisine is quite unpretentious. For instance, here is a gourmet recipe 
which is essential for every Yakut: cut frozen fish into slices, serve with salt.
 

Compiler Natalia Okoneshnikova

YAKUT DISHES AND MORE...
Genre: Cooking and Recipes
Theme:
Yakutia, the largest Russian region, may be 
justly proud of its traditions and culture. The 
most discerning gourmands esteem the 
Sakha cuisine. This book includes recipes 
for magnificent fish and meat delicacies, 
nutritious dairy meals, berry drinks and 
jams, mouth-watering snacks and desserts. 
Surprisingly delicious, nourishing, healthy and 
easy-to-serve meals will give you a real feast 
of taste. In addition to traditional cuisine 
for which the republic residents and guests 
have a passion, this book includes recipes for 
contemporary meals that are very popular 
among housewives.

48 pages, 205x190, 
paperback, 
colour print
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The Northern cuisine would not suit vegetarians. For that, the assortment of meat 
products is impressive. They eat boiled meat served with salt ... or even raw ... or frozen 
and just taken from the freezer, whereas there is no joy in life without a meat soup!

Compiler Natalia Ignatieva

NORTHERN CUISINE
Genre: Cooking and Recipes
Theme:
Using the book’s recipes, everyone may 
cook amazing national meals, nourishing and 
nutritious, with culinary delights commonly 
found in the northern cuisine, and make 
their own adjustments and additions. This 
collection includes the traditional recipes of 
Yakutia peoples. The authors have compiled 
and translated this book using various 
sources, books, brochures, magazines, and 
newspapers.

96 pages, 120x165, 
paperback, 
black and white print

Ilya Varlamov, journalist, blogger
“The cutest thing in Yakutia is frost! It is here where the coldest
places can be found on our planet (except for Antarctica). Frosty weather is just 
incredibly amusing! What a wonder the Yakut cuisine is! ...I still remember cloudberries 
with ice and cream!"
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In Yakutia, please do not be surprised whenever you see a woman holding a mixer 
on the balcony when it is early winter morning. She might be cooking traditional Yakut 
breakfast, kerchyakh (whipped cream). The cream will instantly whip up to strong peaks 
in freezing temperatures.

Maria Vasilieva

LET'S START WITH A DESSERT... 

Genre: Cooking and Recipes
Theme:
Nowadays, it is difficult to imagine our life 
without desserts, the sweet pleasures with 
which we treat ourselves. This book presents 
ideal and incredibly tasty dessert recipes by 
the famous pastry chef Maria Vasilieva. Maria 
comes from the northern region, snowy and 
mysterious Yakutia. Currently, she lives and 
works in Moscow, gives master classes related 
to dessert cooking both in the capital and in 
the provinces. The author's unique recipes, 
unusual flavour mixes, vivid photos can be 
found in this book.

112 pages, 205x260, 
hardback, 

colour print
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The Yakut have been famous for their hospitality since ancient times. In the old days, 
people did not use to carry food while being on travel. Instead, they just visited the houses 
they met along the way, because they knew that they could have a meal and warm up 
therein.

Compiler Aysena Timofeeva

FOODSTAGRAM
Genre: Cooking and Recipes
Genre:
This collection covers 50 easy-to-cook 
recipes, from salads to desserts, tips and life 
hacks for cooking and food photography. 
This publication includes recipes created 
by popular food bloggers in Russia —
Agniya Ordintsova (@mykitchenrulez), Irina 
Degtyareva (@vk.shkatulka_devchata_
irinad), Oksana Berezovikova (@zel_cakes), 
Regina Lukmanova (@reginascakes), Yulia 
Glyva (@ya_glyva). Each author of this book 
has thousands of followers, for their recipes are 
inspiring. This book is a “must have” for every 
housewife. 112 pages, 185х290, 

hardback, 
colour print
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Лена ДИОДОРОВА

историй о том, 
как сделать 
себя

12+

785769 6561019

ISBN 978-5-7696-5610-1

КНИГА–ВДОХНОВЕНИЕ, чтобы изменить свою ЖИЗНЬ

КНИГА–ОТКРОВЕНИЕ о поиске СЕБЯ

КНИГА–ИНСТРУКЦИЯ по достижению своих  ЦЕЛЕЙ

КНИГА–ПРОПУСК к счастливой ЖИЗНИ

ПО МОТИВАМ ПОДКАСТА
«КАК СКАЖЕШЬ»

БОЛЕЕ 150 000
ПРОСЛУШИВАНИЙ

ЛЕНА ДИОДОРОВА — предприниматель, блогер, общественный деятель. Лена нача-
ла записывать и выпускать первые подкасты в городе Якутске — канал, отличающий-
ся живыми беседами, называется «Как скажешь». В подкасте она беседует с self-made 
персонами — людьми, которые сделали себя и добились успехов собственными силами. 
Книга «20 историй о том, как сделать себя» — это печатная версия данного подкаста. 
Посыл книги — как стать кем-то в жизни, как понять себя и свои желания, как преодолеть 
страхи. Героями книги являются якутяне, которые живут и трудятся в наших реалиях. 
Они ничем не отличаются от обычных людей, но они смогли сделать себя, найти пред-
назначение в жизни и стать счастливыми. Книга вдохновляет, дает силы и подсказки на 
дальнейшие действия.

ОЛЕНА УУТАЙ @uutai_olena I 54,2 тыс. 
Известный в мире хомусист-импровизатор, 
этнический музыкант.

СЕМЁН ЛУКАНСИ @lukansi I 21,6 тыс.  
Российский художник, основатель 
и руководитель школы живописи.

ТУЙААРА АЛААС @tuyaara.alaas I 19,1 тыс. 
Блогер, основатель первого женского сайта 
в Якутии, активист по сохранению родного языка.

АННА ФОМИНА @anna_fomina_speech I 18,9 тыс.
Топ-ведущая мероприятий, тренер по ораторскому 
мастерству, специалист по речевым коммуникациям.

АРТЁМ ВИНОКУРОВ @itemka I 12,4 тыс. 
Блогер, кондитер-самоучка, владелец сети 
доставки пирогов.

ВАДИМ РУФОВ @vadim_rufov I 11,9 тыс. 
Известный фотограф, номинант премии 
«Якутянин года — 2019».

МАРИЯ ПРОНТЕЕВА @pronteevamaria I 11,4 тыс. 
Предприниматель, ресторатор, коуч, 
бизнес-тренер.

КСЕНИЯ БЕРЕГОВАЯ @ksyu_beregovaya I 10 тыс. 
Известный фотограф, 
астролог.

РАССЛАБЬСЯ 
и увидишь: все 

встанет на свои места.

Переживания только 
разрушают, успокойся 

и НАЧНИ ДЕЙСТВОВАТЬ.

Самый ГЛАВНЫЙ 
человек в твоей 
жизни — это ТЫ.

ПРИМИ РЕАЛЬНОСТЬ 
со всеми «плюсами» 

и «минусами».

Искренне РАДУЙСЯ 
тому, что есть 

на данный момент.

Оставайся   
ЧЕЛОВЕКОМ в любых 

обстоятельствах.

ИДИ к МЕЧТЕ,  
даже переступая 

через свои страхи.

Ставь большую 
ЦЕЛЬ и сделай 

ПЕРВЫЙ ШАГ к нему.

All Yakut are excellent executives. It is the only place where people hit upon the idea to 
build a museum of snow and sell ice, despite there is plenty of this stuff here, or, actually, 
there are 3square kilometres of snow and ice per a person.
 

Lena Diodorova

20 STORIES ABOUT HOW TO MAKE 
YOURSELF

The Boundless Business Series

Genre: Personal Growth, Self-Help
Theme:
Another groundhog day... You wake up, go 
to your hateful workplace, drink unsavoury 
instant coffee, hear the same sort of thing 
from your colleagues and bosses, get your 
hard-earned money, get upset checking your 
bank account and bills in a mailbox... After 
all, you feel that you can do better. You know 
you were meant for bigger things and this life 
is not for you... Sounds familiar? The heroes of 
"20 Stories About How To Make Yourself" lived 
this “life” as well, but they managed to break 
out of their comfort zone. Now they are the 
masters of their own fortunes. The heroes, 
who lost their jobs, home, family, incurables, 
debtors’ prisoners, despite these all, soared 
to the triumph, started new life, found their 
talents. They did not despair but proved that 
any failure can give energy to shoot up. This 
book provides the key success factors. You 
will realize that the main thing is not a hard 
work but awareness of who you are. Mere 
diligence and perseverance are not enough 
to succeed in life. The author of this book 
talked to people who had made it in various 
life spheres (sports, politics, and business). This 
helped her conclude that they all have similar 
traits that made it work.

160 pages, 168х215, 
hardback, 

colour print
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Passages from the book 
OLGA OKRUGINA:
... A person is like an instrument which produces 
music, either sad, funny, or fast, slow, and that 
music inspires and creates a mood around. You 
should try to bring as much good as possible 
into this world. This leads to the second rule 
of my life: “There is no problem". There is a 
task, and the task always has a solution. The 
meaning of “task” is more positive than that of 
“problem”. Being aware of this prompted me to 
control and correct my speech...

TUYAARA ALAAS:
… I had been living with a stigma of the 
nationalist’s daughter since I was a child. It 
was very hard and I had been persecuted until 
recently. People whispered:
“Your father changed his last name. Alaas .. 
Ot... Why? Yakut-grass” and laughed at him. 
What’s more, I have no patronymic. Once I was 
invited to a round-table meeting where they 
discussed Yakut names and said how great it 
was that children have Yakut names. At the 
same time, no one mentioned that in the 90th, 
it was my father who started this and what we 
went through. It's always hard to be a pioneer. 
Especially for a person who moved on and 
foresaw the relevance of this issue...
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The Yakut are the most accurate hunters. To avoid spoiling the animal skin, they can 
shoot directly into the eye. During the Great Patriotic War, the Yakut were recognized as 
the best snipers.

Compilers
Vladimir Pesterev, Nikolay Petrov

SNIPER. SHOT IN THE NAME OF 
VICTORY

Genre: Documentary Journalism
Theme:
How does a person feel when he sees the 
death through the telescopic sight? What 
determines the shot accuracy during the 
"hunting" for enemy? What is the price of 
superhuman endurance during duels with 
professional killers? The life stories of Siberian 
snipers, including snipers from Yakutia, tell 
about this. This book describes briefly the history 
of marksmanship development in the armies 
of the leading world`s countries, the actions of 
snipers during the First World War, the Soviet-
Finnish and the Great Patriotic War. Significant 
place is given to the stories about formation 
of the sniper movement on battlefields where 
Siberian snipers fought, about their heroism, 
brief descriptions of "hunting" for enemy are 
given. It will be interesting for a reader to read 
the section dedicated to snipers from Yakutia 
that was a homeland for two of the most 
accurate shooters among the ten best Soviet 
snipers of the Great Patriotic War.

224 pages, 145х215, 
hardback, 

black and white print 
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A passage from the book
At one of the short meetings with his fellow students, the sniper Yegor Myreev 
said the following: “It was a frosty December morning. Fluffy snowflakes filled the 
air. Visibility has declined. The Nazis, fearing the cold, did not protrude from the 
trenches. Here you need a lot of patience, like while hunting in the taiga. I crawl 
along the trench, occasionally sticking out my helmet on a stick. The Nazis, of 
course, have found me and opened frequent fire. I pretended to be killed. Only 
in the evening did I finally see a machine gun sticking out of the snow not far 
from me. German snipers went on "hunting" with a rifle and a machine gun. The 
wrapped puffing Nazi got out. He came to the victim, that is, to me. These were 
the last steps of that German soldier. With numb hands, I raised my rifle and fired. 
One more Nazi sniper left out."
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A true Yakut is adapted to survive in the taiga since childhood. This is directly proved 
by a 3-year-old girl who was wandering through the forest alone for 12 days. Her name is 
Karina Chikitova.

Victoria Gabysheva

KARINA: 12 DAYS IN TAIGA
Genre: Story
Awards: Diploma of the Print Yard 2016, the 
Interregional Book Fair
Theme:
A terrible tragedy happened in a village far 
away from civilized settlements. A three-year-
old girl disappeared in the wild Siberian taiga. 
Eight old people lived out their days in this 
godforsaken place. The nearest settlement 
was 100 km away. Little Karina was staying 
with her grandmother there, and no one 
noticed how she went into the forest ... she was 
waiting to be found for 12 days... How did she 
manage to survive these cold autumn dark 
nights, prolonged rains without food, wearing 
tights and T-shirt?112 pages, 145x200, 

paperback, 
black and white print 
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A passage from the book
… It was the twelfth day of searching... The 
abandoned hayfields on a plain with chest-
high grass had already been looked through 
twice. We went for the third time without much 
hope... and suddenly, the radio shouted:
"The girl is here! She’s found!"
It was demanded not to come close, not 
to touch anything, to let the investigators 
figure it out first. “Go away. What's the use of 
wandering around the place of death..."
"What you say?!" I heard a crying voice 
breaking with glee. "She is alive! Do you 
understand? A-live!"
Nikolay Nakhodkin, head of the rescue service:
"They [the search participants, the girls' 
relatives] were not told anything. And when 
a rescuer came out of the helicopter with a 
girl in her arms... and she twisted her head 
and looked at everyone without any fear, the 
people sighed at first — they could not believe 
their eyes... Then all at once began to cry, 
shout... What does joy mean?! The guys, who 
were barely dragging their feet out of fatigue, 
started immediately a football match with the 
locals... the case with Karina cannot be called 
anything but a miracle... Everyone cried... 
Twelve days in the taiga!.. Isn't it a miracle?"
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Nowadays, we get angry when the phone battery discharges or the car won't start 
because of the frosty weather. But once upon a time, people lived in tents made of animal 
skins without heat and light there ...

Teki Odulok

LIFE OF IMTEURGIN SENIOR
Genre: Short Novel
Theme:
Teki Odulok, the Yukaghir writer of the 1920s, 
revealed real pictures of the northerners’ life 
beyond the Polar Circle, where there was 
a struggle for survival day after day. There is 
snowy expanses around, not a single soul who 
could help you in case of danger, a tent made 
of deerskins instead of a heated house, which 
is placed directly on the bare ground. As long 
as you read what difficulties the northerners 
had to overcome, you begin involuntarily to 
appreciate your life.

100 pages, 125х196, 
hardback, 

black and white print 

Steven Seagull, actor, film producer, screenwriter, film director
“Naturally, I am a Russian Mongol. The Yakut also belong to the Mongoloid race, which 
means that their culture is my culture."
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A passage from the book
Little Imteurgin, wrapped with belts, was lying 
next to Tynatval. He was wearing the same fur 
clothing that they put on him on the day of his 
birth. The fur was wet on the inner side, and 
now, on their way, it had hardened in the cold 
and embraced the baby in a biting, scalding 
ice crust. At first, the baby cried and then 
began to wheeze. Thereupon, Kukh picked off 
a piece of liver from the frozen deer carcass 
with a knife, chewed it, and put it in her son's 
mouth. Little Imteurgin immediately fell silent …
The men unharnessed the deer and the women 
trod a hole in the snow and set up a tent over 
the hole. Inside the tent, they extended a 
sleeping canopy and covered the floor with 
deerskins. Only then, Kukh untied the children 
and carried them into the canopy. She quickly 
undressed herself and would have undressed 
her son, but the icy fur clothing froze to his skin. 
Kukh started slowly pulling the fur away from 
the boy's body. Little Imteurgin neither moved 
nor screamed, and his mother thought that he 
felt no pain. 
“Eat,” she said and gave him her chest, but he 
shook his head.
Kuh shook him and jabbed a finger in his 
mouth, but the mouth was tightly closed and 
a frozen piece of liver was sticking out of the 
mouth corner. The boy was breathing heavily. 
His mother wanted to rip the ice out of his 
mouth, but the liver was firmly frozen to his lips 
and tongue. Then Kuh thrusted her tongue 
into the child's mouth, warmed the icy liver 
and threw it away. The boy jerked, sobbed, 
and roared.
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 The genre of mystical thriller and horror was originated by the Yakut long before 
Hollywood. Any Yakut knows a bunch of stories about spirits, and all of them are based 
on real events.

Vladimir Fedorov

AGRAPHENA’S ISLAND 
Genre: Stories
Theme:
All travellers passing by the mysterious island 
covered with mysterious legends and myths, 
pay tribute to the great shamaness Agrafena 
by giving beads, food, etc. “Should you not 
observe the tradition, wait for troubles to 
come. She will hit you against the stones and 
drown you without a trace in the bottomless 
black pools ...” It is the first time when the 
writer`s collection includes his stories that 
combine the modern northern reality with 
the mysterious mysticism and ancient beliefs 
of ancestors. The plots of many stories were 
taken by the author from the past, when 
he was a young geologist, filled with vivid 
events and adventures, as well as from the 
later writers' studies of shamanism and the 
history of his native Yakutia.
 

160 pages, 125х196, 
paperback, 

black and white print

Tom Hardy, actor, producer and screenwriter
“This is the coldest piece of land that I have ever seen. I've always dreamed of visiting 
Siberia ... Naturally, all the people are so hospitable there, we could not refuse them: 
we swam into the ice hole, then had to go to the sauna, they beat us with eucalyptus 
brooms - it was cool. I don't even know why I am so drawn here, although you know what, 
I recently did DNA test, and imagine, it turns out that I am 22% Siberian."
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A passage from the book
"Someone immediately hankered after the food 
and crossed the most remote places to check, 
and someone did not want to sin because of short 
well-fed life. And I didn't want him on purpose... 
But, unfortunately, he went out three days later 
in the morning on the bank of his river, and he sits 
near the water, washes himself nearby, about 
twenty meters away. The sandbar is noisy, he 
does not hear me, and I am behind the bushes. 
I immediately recognized him by the description 
and photo – tall, gray head and beard too. I 
raised the carbine five times and still could not 
fire. Maybe he would not have fired at all, but 
he suddenly threw up his face and laughed so 
merrily. Then I got angry: rejoices, foe, that he will 
continue to do his wrong deeds! Well, I took him 
off with the first bullet... But it turned out to be 
even more terrible to chop off the hands than to 
shoot. But it was already done, and, to be honest, 
it was a pity to lose two sacks of grub, feeling 
such a hunger. I braced myself, tried on cutter, 
turned away and... Then another. I wrapped 
them up into spare footcloth..." Grandfather fell 
silent, stubbed out the butt, pressing it angrily into 
the saucer. "And what he is - still a man. Do not 
throw it as a beast to be torn apart. I dragged 
it ashore, dug a hole, as expected, and buried. 
On the tree he made a knot and cut the cross... 
Then to the camp, which means... The chief 
took prints from his hands: everything coincided. 
I wrote out a piece of paper to the warehouse 
for groceries, patted on the shoulder, they say, a 
hero who fulfilled Stalin's order! And then, with a 
laugh, he returned the "evidence" to me — take, 
he says, as a keepsake, some kind of hunting 
trophy. I wrapped them back in a footcloth and 
buried them under a boulder at the village`s 
entrance... And in the next autumn, exactly on 
the day I killed him, Altov appeared. Since then 
he came regularly, three nights in a row, from the 
tenth of August. Then again, he disappeared for 
a whole year."
"And what does he?.." Anna was shocked now
not less than the grandfather.
"Asks again to marry him."
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In Yakutia, half of the population loves reading, and the remaining half are writers. 
Staying willingly indoors for half a year, you involuntarily fall in love with writing and 
reading. There is no other way.

Tina Amerzagina

I DO NOT SEE MY CORPSE IN MY 
DREAMS

Genre: Autobiographical prose
Theme:
2011 Yakutia. A general penal colony. A young 
teacher gets a job at a colony school. She will 
have to work for four years that will change 
forever her view of justice, good and evil, life 
and death. You cannot show your fear here.
A prison changes a person, really changes 
and turns him inside out, and whether you are 
a convict, a colony employee, a teacher in 
the prison, whatever, you will change, your 
thoughts will change ...

80 pages, 125х196, 
paperback, 

black and white printing

 Roy Jones Junior, professional boxer 
“I was told that, in spite of the cold, warmth emanates from people here.
Now I am convinced of this myself."
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Passages from the book
...Nobody warned us about this trial in 
advance, and, in our case, the spectators 
were hundreds of male prisoners, hundreds of 
pairs of male eyes, which for several years had 
not seen young women nearby, and even 
in civilian clothes. Here we appeared, and I 
was then only twenty-three years old, and two 
more young girls, almost of my age. So, we 
went down... to them... as if to be torn apart. It 
was the strangest and most terrible moment in 
my life, I felt completely naked in front of huge 
crowd of men, and, despite the fact that I was 
wearing clothes, it was mentally torn to pieces 
by the hungry eyes of criminals...
Everyone somehow began to recover from 
shock, when suddenly someone knocked on 
the door. Well, we hid everything, we quickly 
examined everything to be sure — there were 
no traces anywhere, so we calmed down a 
bit and decided to open the door. We open 
it, and there were his brothers standing, also 
fellow countrymen. It turned out that he had 
written to them that he was going to our house. 
They were looking for him, because today 
they had planned something important, as 
well as they had to leave somewhere, or meet 
someone. Well, it`s not the point. Anyway, they 
came to us, and we pretended not to know 
anything, we didn’t know anything; we say, 
they left at night. Well, they believed, shook 
hands, exchanged a few more words to say 
goodbye, and now they were about to leave, 
open the door, and then... either a draft, or 
we didn't close the closet door well, but he 
was standing in the hallway, and literally a 
corpse fell out of the closet at their feet...
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